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Category:21st-century Chilean writersGoogling: A tool for discovering information (NewsUSA) - One of the most
powerful ways you can learn about current issues and get a variety of resources to help you begin your journey to a
healthier, happier life is to search the Internet. The truth is, you'll find information and inspiration to help in any
area of life, not just health. There are a lot of search tools available that you can use to find what you're looking for.
Two of the most powerful of these tools -- Google and Yahoo! -- have a wealth of information and resources
available to you, and a variety of searches allows you to get the answers you need in seconds. Here are some popular
search terms you can use to find more information on just about anything: healthy eating – This is a generic term
that will bring up a host of sites with recipes for many different diet styles and food choices. You can also search for
books, magazines and TV programs about healthy eating. healthy nutrition – This search term will bring up recipes,
books, DVDs, blogs and more on how to choose and use the best foods to eat to be healthier. heart disease – This
search term will bring up books, magazines, websites and more on different aspects of heart disease including
information about prevention, treatment and the types of treatment available.Q: Jquery make image dark What I
need to achieve is when a user click on a image, it should be darkened. I have tried this: $(".img-
actions").click(function(){ $(this).animate({ opacity: 0.2 }, 500); }); But it didn't work. Any ideas what
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